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II/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  DECEMBER - 2016
Second  Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

ELECTRICAL  MACHINES  - II

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.       4x14=56 M

1. a) Define faradays laws of electromagnetic induction.

b) What are the reasons for eddy current losses in transformer ?

c) Write the properties of transformer oil ?

d) Define regulation of transformer ?

e) Define all day efficiency of transformers ?

f) What is the relation between maximum torque and starting torque ?

g) What are the different speed control mechanisms for 3 phase induction motor ?

h) What are the advantages of wound rotor motors ?

i) Define slip and slip frequency ?

j) What is double cage induction motor ?

k) Why no load power factor of induction motor is poor ?

l) What are advantages of sumpners test ?

m) Draw the torque slip characteristics of capacitor run single phase induction motors.

n) Write the applications of shaded pole motor ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Draw a complete phasor diagram for a transformer when the load pf is lagging.

b) Discuss the procedure for conducting OC and SC tests on a single phase transformer.

How can the parameters be found from these tests ?

(OR)

3. a) Draw the approximate equivalent circuit of a transformer referred to the primary side

and indicate how it differs from the exact equivalent circuit.

b) The following test results were obtained on a 20 KVA, 2200/220 V, 50 Hz single phase

transformer,
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OC test (LV side)  :  220 V, 1.1 A, 125 W

SC test (HV side) : 52.7 V, 8.4 A, 287 W

The transformer is loaded at unity power factor on secondary side with a voltage of

220 V.  Determine the maximum efficiency and the load at which it occurs.

UNIT - II

4. a) Draw the open-V connection of transformers and mark the terminals and turn-ratio.

Also derive expression for output Voltage and load currents.

b) Explain the function and principle of operation of no-load and on-load tap-changing

transformers.

(OR)

5. a) Explain the conditions in detail, that must be fulfilled for the satisfactory parallel operation

of two single phase transformers.

b) Explain the working principle and construction of an auto-transformer.  And derive

expression for the net copper savings compare to two winding transformers of same

rating.

UNIT - III

6. a) Derive the expression for developed torque 3-phase induction motor and find the condition

for maximum torque.

b) What are the various losses in an inductance motor ?  On what factors do they depend ?

(OR)

7. A 20 hp, 400 V, 50 Hz, three-phase star-connected induction motor has the following test

data :

No-load test 400V    9A    cos = 0.2

Blocked rotor test 200V    50A    cos = 0.4.

Draw a circle diagram and determine (a) line current (b) power factor (c) slip and (d)

efficiency at full-load.   The stator and rotor copper losses are divided equally in the

blocked rotor test.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the phenomenon of cogging and crawling in squirrel cage induction motors.

b) Write a brief note on Induction Generator and its applications.

(OR)

9. a) Explain why a single phase induction motor does not self start.   Discuss its operation

based on double revolving field theory.

b) Discuss the operation of shaded pole motor with help of neat sketch.
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II/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, APRIL/MAY- 2016
Second Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS
ELECTRICAL MACHINES -II

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a.  What are the reasons for eddy current losses in transformer.

b.  Write the properties of transformer oil.

c.  Name the type of starters used in 3 phase induction motor.

d.  Explain how to start single phase induction motor.

e.  What applications of tap changing transformers?

f.  What advantage is obtained with the delta-connection?

g.  What is slip, slip frequency?

h.  What are the main advantage of a cage motor?

i.  What is the effect of increasing rotor resistance in single phase induction motor?

j.  How can the direction of a cpacitor-run motor be reversed?

k.  Define regulation of transformer

l.  Define all day efficiency of transformers?

m. What is the relation between maximum torque and starting torque.

n.  Write the most useful features of Slip ring induction motor?

UNIT-I
2. a.  Draw the phasor diagrams for a transformer when it is at no-load and the load at

     lagging pf.

b.  Discuss the procedure for conducting OC and SC tests on a single phase transformer.

     Derive expressions for various losses?

(OR)
3. a.  Draw the approximate equivalent circuit of a transformer referred to the primary side

    and indicate how it differs from the exact equivalent circuit.

b.  A 300 KVA, 6.6 KV/415 V, single phase transformer has an effective impedance of

(4 6 )j   referred to HV side. Estimate the full load voltage regulation at 0.8 p.f.

     lagging and 0.8 p.f. leading.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II
4. a.  Draw the open-V connection of transformers and mark the terminals and turn-ratio.

     Also derive expression for output voltages and load currents.

b.  A 3 phase step down transformer is connected to 6.6 KV mains and takes 15 amps.

    Calculate the secondary line voltage and line current for the

      i) /  ii)  Y/Y iii) / Y iv) /Y   connections. The ratios of

                turns per phase are 12 and neglect no load losses.

(OR)
5. a.  Explain the conditions in detail, that must be fulfilled for the satisfactory parallel

     operation of two single phase transformers.

b.  Explain the working principle and construction of an auto-transformer.

UNIT-III
6. a.  Derive the expression for developed torque 3-phase induction motor and find the

    condition for maximum torque.

b.  What are the various losses in an inductance motor? On what factors do they depend?

(OR)
7. a.  Explain circle diagram of an induction motor?

b.  A 20 hp, 400 V, 50 Hz, three-phase star- connected induction motor has the following

      test data:

      No-load test 400V 9A cos =0.2

      Blocked rotor test 200V 50A cos =0.4

     Draw a circle diagram and determine (a) line current (b) power factor (c) slip and (d)

     efficiency at full-load. The stator and rotor copper losses are divided equally in the

       blocked rotor test.

UNIT-IV
8. a.  Why starters are necessary for starting 3 phase induction motor. What are the various

      types of starters?

b.  Write a brief note on Induction Generator and its applications.

(OR)
9. a.  Discuss the operation of single phase induction motor based on double revolving field

      theory.

b.  Discuss the operation of capacitor start and run motor with help of neat sketch.
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II/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  DECEMBER - 2016
Second  Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

ELECTRO  MECHANICS  - II

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.       14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.       4x14=56 M

1. a) Define faradays laws of electromagnetic induction ?

b) What are the reasons for eddy current losses in transformer ?

c) Write the properties of transformer oil ?

d) Define regulation of transformer ?

e) Define all day efficiency of transformers ?

f) What is the relation between maximum torque and starting torque of an Induction motor?

g) What are the different speed control mechanisms for 3 induction motor ?

h) What are different groups of 3 phase transformers ?

i) How can the direction of capacitor run motor be reversed ?

j) What is circle diagram of an induction motor ?

k) How the power factor of an induction motor varies when its load increases ?

l) What is cogging ?

m) Mention different speed controls of Slip-ring IM ?

n) What are the applications of tertiary transformers ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Draw a complete phasor diagram for a transformer when the load pf is lagging.

b) Draw the approximate equivalent circuit of a transformer referred to the primary side

and indicates how it differs from the exact equivalent circuit.

(OR)

3. a) Discuss the procedure for conducting sumpner's test.
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b) The following test results were obtained on a 20 KVA, 2200/220 V, 50 Hz 1 transformer,

OC test (LV side) : 220 V, 1.1 A, 125 W

SC test (HV side) : 52.7 V, 8.4 A, 287 W

The transformer is loaded at unity power factor on secondary side with a voltage of

220V.  Determine the maximum efficiency and the load at which it occurs.

UNIT - II

4. a) Draw the open-V connection of transformers and mark the terminals and turn-ratio.

Also derive expression for output Voltages and load currents.

b) Explain the working principle and construction of an auto-transformer.  And derive

expression for the net copper savings compare to two winding transformers of same

rating.

(OR)

5. a) Explain the conditions in detail that must be fulfilled for the satisfactory parallel operation

of two 1 transformers.

b) Explain the function and principle of operation of no-load and on-load tap-changing

transformers.

UNIT - III

6. a) Derive the expression for developed torque 3- induction motor and find the condition

for maximum torque.

b) What are the various losses in an inductance motor ?  On what factors do they depend ?

(OR)

7. a) Explain circle diagram of 3 phase induction motor ?

b) A 20 hp, 400 V, 50 Hz, 3- star-connected induction motor has the following test data :

No-load test 400V 9A cos = 0.2

Blocked rotor test 200V 50A cos = 0.4

Draw a circle diagram and determine (a) line current (b) power factor (c) slip and

(d) efficiency at full-load.  The stator and rotor copper losses are divided equally in the

blocked rotor test.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Why starters are necessary for starting 3  induction motor.  What are the various types

of starters ?

b) Discuss the operation of capacitor start and run motor with help of neat sketch.

(OR)

9. a) Discuss the operation of 1 induction motor based on double revolving field theory.

b) Write a brief note on Induction Generator and its applications.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a.  What is the principle of transformers?

b.  What are the advantages of shell type transformers?

c.  What are the materials used for core of transformer?

d.  What is the maximum efficiency condition for transformer?

e.  What do you understand by step-up and step-down transformers?

f.  Define the voltage regulation of a transformer.

g.  What are the advantages of wound rotor motors?

h.  Define slip and slip frequency?

i.  Why no load power factor of induction motor is poor?

j.  What are advantages of sumpners test?

k.  Draw the torque slip characteristics of capacitor run single phase induction motors.

l.  Write the applications of shaded pole motor?

m. How the power factor of an induction motor varies when its load increases.

n.  What is crawling?

UNIT-I
2. a.  Give the concept of ideal single phase transformer? Describe the performance with

     Phasor diagrams.

b.  The primary and secondary windings of a 40 KVA, 6600/250 V single phase

     trasformer have resitances of 10   and 0.02  respectively. The total leakage reac-

     tance  is 35  as referred to the primary winding. Find full load regulation at a pf of

      0.8 lagging.

(OR)
3. a.  Derive expressions for computing the per unit voltage regulation when  compared to

    two ending transformer.

b.  Explain the procedure to condut O.C and S.C test on single phase transformer with

     help of neat sketch?

P.T.O
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UNIT-II
4. a.  Explain the conditions in detail, that must be fulfilled for the satifactory parallel

     operation of two single phase transformers.

b.  Draw the Scott connection of transformers and mark the terminals and turn-ratio.

(OR)
5. a.  Draw and explain open V connection with help of phasor diagram. What are the

     advantages?

b.  A 400/100, 5KVA, two winding transformer is to be an auto transformer to supply

    power at 400 V from 500 V source. Draw the connection diagram and determine the

    KVA output of the auto transformer.

UNIT-III
6. a.  Explain the construction and working of a 3-phase induction motor.

b.  Explain slip-torque characteristics of 3-phase induction motor with necessary equa-

     tions and derive expressions for maximum, starting torque?

(OR)
7. a.  Explain the procedural steps to construct the circle diagram for an Induction machine.

b.  A 200 KW (output), 3300 V, 3 phase, star connected induction motor has a synchro-

     nous speed of 600 rpm. The full load slip is 1.8% and full load p.f. 0.85 stator copper

     losses=2540 W. iron losses=3000W, Rotational losses=1200W. Calculate

i.  The rotor copper losses

ii.  The line current

iii.  The full load efficiency.

UNIT-IV
8. a.  Explain the operation of single phase induction motor using split-phase technique.

b.  Compare the slip torque characteristics of various single phase induction motors.

(OR)
9. a.  List out different starting methods for 3 phase induction motors, explain any one

     method.

b.  Discuss the constructional details of Double cage Induction motor and write its advan-

      tages.
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